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ABSTRACT 

Ageing population is a concerning topic. It effects the operation of a country from the angle of society, culture, 

economic and so on. In order to well prepared about ageing population, age structure of a country need to be 

observed. There are many choices can be chosen for time series forecasting and ARIMA is chosen based on 

literature review on this paper. Past papers had used isometric log ratio (ILR) transformation to transform 

compositional data before prediction. In this paper, summated log ratio(SLR) is proposed to compared with ILR 

for the usage of transform compositional data before prediction. Function for summated log ratio transformation 

and inverse transformation built as no existing python library contain this function. Performance of optimize 

ARIMA model using auto ARIMA and grid search ARIMA is also investigated. For the result, the ratio of elder 

is expected to double in the next twenty years. One of the SLR, SLR2 proposed in this paper did perform better 

compared with ILR and original data. Grid search is also seen as a better optimization method for ARIMA 

compared with auto ARIMA in this paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 
 

With better health care, population nowadays is expected to live longer. Proportion of old 

people in many countries also increase due to lower birth rate and other reasons. Based on a 

online journal from World Health Organization website, one out of six person will be aged 

more than sixty by 2030. World’s population of people aged sixty and above will double 

which is 2.1 billion when compare 2020 with 2050. This phenomena which composition of 

population shift to older people is called population aging. Some high income countries like 

Japan already experience this phenomena with 30 percent population over sixty years old. 

Two-thirds of whole world’s population over sixty years old predicted locate at middle 

income and low income countries. Therefore, as a middle income country, Malaysia should 

be well aware of population aging. (WHO 2022) Based on the investigation of Population 

Division, United Nations in 2018, ageing population is a phenomena obvious in high and 

middle income country compared with low income country. The reasons of population ageing 

happen is not necessary a bad thing. Population ageing is an achievement of advance society. 
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(Lloyd-Sherlock P, McKee M, Ebrahim S, Gorman M, Greengross S, Prince M, et al. 2021) 

People nowadays generally live healthier compared to the past, this lead to longer live 

expectancy at both birth and older ages. More educated population start to utilize protection 

when undergo sexual intercourse, able to access contraception and giving birth according to 

plan, this lead to lower fertility and birth rate. Although the reasons are good reasons, impacts 

of population ageing cannot be underestimated. Several reports show that the chance is 

population aging and human development has a negative relationship is high. (Maestas N, 

Mullen KJ, Powell D. 2016) Several ways population ageing influences human development. 

Old people is relatively less economically active when compare side by side with young 

people. Working population shrinking, this leads to shortage of workers and demand roles are 

harder to be filled in. There are consequences, if the hole of human resource cannot be 

fulfilled. These include poor productivity, shrinking business, declining market 

competitiveness. Labor costs are also expected to be higher and while this happen, companies 

might increase their products price to compensate increased labour expenses eventually lead 

to inflation. Population savings and consumption patterns are also altered, market have to 

build different financial infrastructure and social security systems to deal with it. Moreover, 

government need to increase expenditure on public health to make sure our elders are well 

taken care. In a report of the effect of population aging on economic growth, the labor force 

and productivity in 2016, growth rate of GDP has negative relationship with growth rate of 

elders group. This indicate a society with more elder could have slower economic. 

 

 

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
 

Malaysia is a middle-income country and it is hoped that this country will become a high- 

income country in the near future. Malaysia should be well prepared about becoming a high 

income country. Population aging is one of the phenomena that occurs in all high-income 

countries. Knowing about population distribution can be useful for long-term planning and 

policy implementation. The aim of this study is to predict the composition of the Malaysian 

population by age using those aged less than 15 years, between 15 to 64 years and 65 years 

and above. Each of these proportion, represents children, youth and the elderly. There are 

many choices of models that can be useful for time series forecasting. But many aspects can 

be investigated before choosing one. Is the selected model suitable for the target data size? 
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Are multivariate time series better than univariate time series forecasting? What models 

generally perform well? 

 
Age structure data is compositional data. Compositional data is compositional data is data 

that describes the relative proportions of different components within a whole. Compositional 

data arises in various fields, including biology, geology, and environmental science, among 

others. Log transformation is one of the practice to transform compositional data before 

prediction to prevent compositional data structures from breaking after prediction. Among the 

papers reviewed, the isometric log ratio (ILR) was used for transformation. However, SLR 

transformation method might do a better job of transformation base on the papers. ILR 

transformation that applied on compositional data before prediction is used for contrast 

groups of parts and preserve the relationship between ratio. In paper, ‘The isometric log ratio 

transformation in compositional data analysis: a practical evaluation’ SLR is described as a 

more practical log ratio transformation method. 

 
The ILR transformation is transformation represented by correspond geometric mean for the 

ratio and scalar constant. It can maps compositional data into a new space where the 

differences between compositions are proportional to the log-ratios of the components. This 

has the advantage of preserving the ratios between the components and making it easier to 

compare compositions. However, in examples given in the paper, not only ILR do not 

preserve the relationship as well, it has completely wrong interpretation of group contrast 

after transformation. 

 
SLR transformation do not use any scaling factor or geometric mean, it simply log ratio of 

sum of components. The SLR transformation is similar to the ILR transformation, but it maps 

compositional data into a space where the distances between compositions are proportional to 

the symmetric log-ratios of the components. This has the advantage of making it easier to 

interpret the results and making it easier to perform statistical analysis. Compared with ILR, 

SLR in the other hand preserve the relationship better and accurately contrast the group in 

examples of the paper. This happen because compared with straightforward contrast in SLR, 

geometric mean and scalar constant in ILR formula might alter the contrast. Therefore, ILR 

can be substituted by SLR with a clearer and unambiguous interpretation. 
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3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

 
 

In general, this project has three purposes. To examine possible future age structures for 

better long-term plans using ARIMA models. Develop SLR transform functions that may be 

better than ILR over compositional data and transform those features into a new feature space 

to improve the prediction of compositional data. Measure model performance with different 

optimization methods and different types of data transformations. 

 

 

4 METHODOLOGY 

 
 

Methodology is important for any study. It shows how the study should be conducted. This is 

to ensure that the study runs smoothly, is organized and can meet the required specifications. 

In this study, there are six phases. This phase includes the problem identification phase, the 

data collection phase, the data pre-processing phase, the model development phase,the 

prediction phase. 

 
4.1 Problem Identification Phase 

Every mainstay in all study is always identify problem that need be solved.   This study want 

to forecast the composition of Malaysia of population by age using machine learning methods. 

In this phase, what approach to choose the algorithm to build the model, what variables to use 

should be identified. This phase also determine the study objective as well as problem 

statement. 

 
4.2 Data Collection Phase 

Two source of data will be used here. World bank contain population related data. It will be 

downloaded in CSV form. Demographics indicators all around the world will be download 

from Department of Economic and Social Affairs Population Division of United Nation in 

CSV form. 

 
4.3 Data Preprocessing Phase 

 
 

In this phase, data cleaning, data transformation, scaling and data splitting. In data cleaning, 

mortality, fertility, migration rate in United Nations data and composition of Malaysia 
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population by age in will be left, other columns will be dropped. Rows will also be dropped 

based on the year needed. Data cleaning will deal with missing value too. In data 

transformation, type of data is examine and changed if needed. In case the value of 

independent variables are way too different in perspective of value, scaling will be done. In 

data splitting, data will split into train and test data. 

 
4.4 Model Development Phase 

This phase is mainly about optimization. ARIMA model will optimized to predict 

composition of population by age by using base form and various of transformed data such as 

ILR, SLR and SLR2. This phase will optimize the model by choosing best performance 

hyperparameters. 

Performance of various models will be evaluated in this phase. Root Mean Squared Error 

(RMSE) is the metrics will be used to evaluate models. Rolling cross validation will be the 

method to evaluate the performance of models by comparing actual data and predicted data in 

test set. 

 
4.5 Prediction Phase 

Utilizing the best performance parameters in model development phase, model fit with full 

data instead of training data. Composition of population by age in next 20 years predicted. 

The result will be visualized and briefly analyzed. 

 

 

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND OUTCOME 

 
 

Forecasting the age structure of Malaysia was developed using the Python programming 

language. The software used is Visual Studio Code. 

 
First of all, the messy data was cleaned to simplify the model building process. The 

target variable is transformed into 3 types, namely ILR, SLR and SLR2. To use the ARIMA 

model, 'd' was determined using the stationarity test. 
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Figure 1 ‘d’ order determined using stationary test 

 
 

After determine 'd', 'p' and 'q' are determined using auto ARIMA and grid search 

optimization. Cop
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Figure 2 ‘p’ dan ‘q’ determined using auto ARIMA and grid search 

 
 

Using transformed data types and optimization methods will be tested. However, 

before testing, the data needs to be transformed back. After the data is transformed back, the 

performance of the model is shown in the form of RMSE. 
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Figure 3 Performance of different transformed data and optimization methods 

 

 
After ARIMA, the XGBoost model will be built. Before building the ARIMA, the 

predictor for the XGBoost model will be predicted using the ARIMA model with better 

optimization methods. Correlations between predictors for XGBoost were investigated. Using 

predictors and regressor chain strategies, XGBoost with gblinear boosters undergoes cross- 

validation to select parameters. XGBoost predictions are tested and ARIMA has better 

performance. Residual analysis was conducted for the ARIMA model. 
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Figure 4 Residual plot for elder proportion 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Residual plot for youth proportion Cop
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Figure 6 Residual plot for kid proportion 

Using ARIMA, final forecasts up to 2041 are made. 

 

Figure 7 Prediction of population proportion by age group 
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Figure 8 Estimated population 

 
 

Based on the forecast the rate of elderly people seems to double by 2041. 

 
 

6 CONCLUSION 

 
 

Overall, different types of log-ratio transformations of the data are worth trying to make 

better predictions. Transformation before prediction for compositional data proven to be 

perform better than base data. Different ways of log ratio transformation able to preserve 

relationship between ratio differently therefore self made SLR2 perform better than ILR 

when under the same model, ARIMA. At the same time, apart from ARIMA, ACF, PACF 

auto graphs which are more often used to optimize ARIMA models, grid search can be tried. 

Based on that prediction, the doubled composition of elderly people in our communities 

should be a concern for policymakers. 
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